WIRELESS CHARGING AND STORAGE
for iPad

www.classcharge.com

Simple Wireless Charging Technology
Have you ever been frustrated with lost
chargers and damaged connectors? Now
imagine never having to plug them in...
ClassCharge changes everything.
ClassCharge simplifies the charging of classroom devices
by using the latest wireless technology and clever design to
enable charging without the need for cables or plugs. With
ClassCharge cases and a Tectus, a purpose built storage
and charging unit, iPads and iPad minis can be wirelessly
charged by simply placing the device onto a shelf. Each
compact ClassCharge Tectus can wirelessly and securely
charge eight devices at any one time, with the additional
benefit of a quick access charging tile on its top.
The ClassCharge Tectus is stackable, lockable and portable,
but it can also be fixed to one location. It is cost-effective
and easy to use, and you need never have a broken or
missing charger again.

ClassCharge Cases and Covers
ClassCharge cases are designed to protect your iPad in a busy
classroom environment whilst still providing unrestricted access to
device buttons and ports. Every ClassCharge case has the built-in ability
to wirelessly charge your iPad in a Tectus wireless charging storage unit
or directly on a ClassCharge Tile.
The ClassCharge case also enables you to attach a
micro USB lead (included) for auxiliary devices*.
You can even sync your iPads through it if you
don’t do so wirelessly.

Classroom Sets include:
�
�
�
�

1 x Tectus Wireless Charging Unit
8 x Wireless Charging Cases
8 x Folding Cover Stands
8 x ClassConnect for iPad Licences

The accompanying folding cover acts as both
screen protection and a versatile stand offering
multiple viewing angles that make it perfect for
typing, reading, and browsing. Built to shield the
display when the device is not in use, it is the perfect
accompaniment to the ClassCharge cases.
*Micro USB port not included on iPad mini cases.

Cases available in Red, Blue, Grey, Purple and Green.
CLASSCHARGE FOR IPAD CLASSROOM SETS
Item Description

RRP

ClassCharge for iPad Air/Air 2 Classroom Sets

£799

ClassCharge for iPad mini Classroom Sets

£699

CLASSCHARGE FOR IPAD OPTIONS
Item Description

RRP

Tectus

£399

iPad Air/Air2 ClassCharge Case and Cover

£45

iPad mini ClassCharge Case and Cover

£32

ClassConnect for iPad Licence (*Per Device Per Annum)

£12.99

All prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery.
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